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Shining Stars Project  

We 
believe 

that there is 
One 

who knows 
what is true, 

and 
He will judge 

what is 
right and 
wrong.

to see Mongolians 
building and restoring 

famil ies, churches, 
and communities

“I’m going to have to change my school.”
One day a boy came to the study center and 
started talking.

We, the workers of the study center won-
dered what was going on since we had not 
heard anything about his family moving, and 
it turned out that it was because he was sus-
pected of shoplifting.

The week before, he had gone into a store 
with two classmates, and the store owner 
reported them to the school because they 
had shoplifted.

The store owner said he saw two boys shop-
lifted, but did not see if the other one had 
shoplifted. However, the two boys who shop-
lifted told the school teacher that the other 
boy had also taken a pocket full of candy.

He repeatedly told them that he did not do 
it, but neither his teacher nor his parents 
believed him. As a result, his parents decided 
that it would be better to separate him from 
his friends who are a bad influence on him, so 
he was transferred to another school in the 
neighborhood.

“I really didn’t do it,” he said. “But nobody 
believes me.”

We, the study center workers, have watched 
this boy for six years and know that he is a 
serious person. Perhaps the kids who shop-
lifted told a lie.

We told him, “We trust that you are not the 
kind of kid who would shoplift.”

At the same time, we told him that in life, 
sometimes people might misunderstand him, 
and some will maliciously spread rumors 
that are not true, but that he should not get 
angry. If he lives a life of integrity, people will 
be watching him, and in the long run, those 
who live honestly will reap the fruits that 
their lifestyle deserves.

We believe that there is One who knows what 
is true, and He will judge what is right and 
wrong. We hope that our children will not be 
caught up in immediate gains, but will believe 
that there is fruit in their lives according to 
the way they live.

by Shino Yada 



I long 
to see these 
little ones 
grown fully 

mature, 
having been 

trained 
to learn 

and to think. 

There are twelve high-energy students whirling 
around their classroom as I walk in to teach 
English.  They are chattering away in Mongolian 
about everything that seventh-graders talk 
about—at least that is my guess. Seeing me, 
they scramble to their desks and stand at 
attention, ready to greet me in unison, as one 
student scurries to wipe the chalkboard clean.  
I stand there, looking at them, looking at me.  
And we begin.

Every day, teaching at Oyunii Tuv School, I 
am stretched in a new direction.  Every day, I 
feel the pressure to prepare lessons and teach 
capably.  Every day, someone tries to talk to 
me in Mongolian, and soon realizes that our 
conversation will be short.  Every day, I run 
into some fresh puzzle about how to manage 
a classroom or teach an element of grammar.  
The foibles of the everyday threaten to cast fog 
on my vision.

Consider these words: “There are no ordinary 
people. You have never talked to a mere mor-
tal. Nations, cultures, arts, civilizations - these 
are mortal, and their life is to ours as the life of 

a gnat.  But it is immortals whom we joke with, 
work with, marry, snub and exploit.” 
(C. S. Lewis, The Weight of Glory)

Down the hall I weave in and out of students 
and teachers, intent on lesson plans and English 
grammar and punctuality, passing by a score of 
Mongolian children—immortals—whose souls 
are unseen and inestimably precious.  Quick we 
can be to judge each other by appearance and 
first impression, and neglect to love deeply the 
souls seen only by faith.

I desire that they may know and love their 
Creator.  I long to see these little ones grown 
fully mature, having been trained to learn and 
to think.  I hope to see them brimming over 
with sincere kindness for one another.  I pray 
that these immortal souls may, one day, in 
splendor behold our God their own eyes.  These 
humble English lessons and these budding rela-
tionships can be a conduit for these glories, and 
I pray that they will be.  

Will you join me?

Immortals in the Classroom                                        by Thomas Maier  

E-prayer

Would you like to receive 
the JCS weekly E-prayer?

If so, please write to 
communications@jcsintl.org

 PRAY
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Somewhere along the way your life has been impacted by someone else’s selfless generosity. 
During this season, we welcome you to be one who gives to impact the lives of families, 

the strength of communities and the health of the church in Mongolia.

Horizons readers are familiar with JCS’s vision 
to see Mongolians building and restoring families, churches, and communities.  

Together, we remain committed to the country and people of Mongolia, seeking to express the 
fullness of God’s love through working in partnership to transform families and communities.

Over JCS’s history, numerous foreign missionary volunteers have been placed and supported 
to create and deliver a range of relevant and highly beneficial projects, many of which 

have become independent projects in their own right. 
These efforts have helped to support the growth of communities in Mongolia.

Within the next 10 years, JCS has set its sights on:
~ Stronger families and communities

~ Improved livelihoods in rural and provincial areas
~ Mature Christian leadership in JCS and across Mongolia

~ An increase in the number of healthy communities in provincial areas

We aim to follow the lead of Mongolian leaders in local communities and related organisations, and 
continue working with government agencies, to help identify areas of needs so as to strengthen impact 

and to ensure sustainable outcomes. Through applications of integral mission, we pray to see those 
healthy communities comprised of disciples reproducing disciples also actively facilitating positive 

impacts on their respective communities and the nation.

In order to advance these strategies, JCS requires an injection of financial support to help 
the organization move from where it is today to realize the vision of seeing 

Mongolians building and restoring families, churches, and communities.

Will you be one who gives to impact these lives? Will you be one who spreads the message of this 
giving opportunity to others who might also join in supporting this initiative?

Give, And It Will Be Given to You

Fundraising Appeal

Give, And It Will Be Given to You

Details of Giving: 

By Bank Transfer – details by pdf on the website:
https://www.jcsintl.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/11/JCS-Bank-Transfer.pdf 

By Credit Card:
https://give.cornerstone.cc/jcsintl 
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